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Abstract
The present study extends the stereoscopic imaging principle for estimating the surface topography to two
orientations, namely, normal to the electron beam axis and inclined at 70° as suited for EBSD analyses. In spite of
the large angle difference, it is shown that the topography can be accurately determined using regularized global
Digital Image Correlation. The surface topography is compared to another estimate issued from a 3D FIB-SEM
procedure where the sample surface is first covered by a Pt layer, and its initial topography is progressively
revealed from successive FIB-milling. These two methods are successfully compared on a 6% strained steel
specimen in an in situ mechanical test. This analysis is supplemented by a third approach estimating the
change of topography from crystal rotations as measured from successive EBSD images. This last technique
ignores plastic deformation, and thus only holds in an elastic regime. For the studied example, despite the large
plastic flow, it is shown that crystal rotation already accounts for a significant part of the deformation-induced
topography.
Keywords: Crystal plasticity, Digital image correlation, Focused Ion Beam, SEM, Topography

1. Introduction
Surface topography is critical for many properties, especially for mechanically demanding applications. For
example, fatigue failure and corrosion resistance are often controlled by surface roughness, and therefore the
latter is carefully controlled in many products from dental implants [1] to workpiece materials [2]. Topography
measurements are also crucial for inspecting and analyzing defects in semiconductor products [3]. They also
help to study the plastic properties of materials. For example, topography changes due to crystallographic slip
have been assessed quantitatively by AFM and qualitatively by SEM to characterize plastic deformations at very
local levels [4, 5]. The topography measurement of nanoindentation with AFM helps for the direct observation of
plasticity for different crystal planes [6]. Recent studies show that the precise measurement of the 3D material
microstructure and its subsequent deformation, thus including topography, improves identification results of
crystal plasticity parameters [7, 8].
To characterize the surface topography and/or its changes during a mechanical test in the nano- to micrometer range, it is quite demanding to perform both mechanical test in situ and at the same time utilize different
techniques to measure topography. Thus using a single instrument appears quite attractive. SEMs, through
their variety of modalities, offer several ways to evaluate the surface geometry. A taxonomy of 3D SEM surface
reconstructions can be found in Ref. [9]. Not all techniques offer the same reliability and measurement quality:
• FIB offers remarkable opportunities to perform nano-machining [10] or material deposition [11]. The
successive removal of surface layers by FIB followed by EBSD analyses allows a 3D volume with crystallographic information to be reconstructed (i.e., a technique called 3D-EBSD [12]), which opened new
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avenues for characterizing materials in three-dimensions [13, 14, 15] (alas destructively). In particular,
the surface topography can be measured through the very accurate estimate of successive contour lines.
• In the 1980s, photogrammetry, also known as stereomatching, provided quantitative results thanks to
the advent of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [16]. From a pair of images of a specimen acquired at
different inclination angles, the sample elevation was measured from the registration of the two images
by DIC. During the last decades both DIC and pattern marking for SEM images have known significant
developments. Thus measurement reliability and accuracy have improved and their application spectrum
has been broadened. The uncertainty of the stereoscopic analysis of SEM images has been quantified [17].
Various types of errors in the measurement process have been studied and partly corrected [18], including
SEM distortion, system calibration and tilt angle inaccuracy. For surfaces between the identified matching
points, an interpolation is necessary to obtain an estimation of topography. Delaunay triangulation and
linear interpolation have been adopted [19], thereby resulting in a surface made of small facets of different
normal directions [20]. Thus the density of matching points dictates the surface representation. One
major challenge is the accurate matching of all points between images since a single error will bias the
obtained topography [16]. Neural adaptive learning or machine learning have been successfully applied to
ensure matching [21, 22]. Yet such approaches remain fragile as long as no assessment of the registration
quality is available.
• Shape-from-shading is another method that was proposed in the 1970s [23, 24] and revisited many times.
This approach exploits the dependence of the secondary or backscattered electron intensity on the surface orientation and detector position [25]. The use of multi-detectors has been proposed to perform
topographic reconstruction in an SEM without a physical rotation of the sample. Thus only gray level
differences are exploited, and not detailed registration. The difficulty is the quantitative interpretation of
these gray level variations, in particular for the SE mode, in spite of their better spatial resolution [26].
At present, this technique is mostly qualitative.
The more recent SEMs can operate on tilted samples thanks to their enhanced depth of focus and better
control of e-beam collimation. This is in particular exploited in EBSD analyses where the sample is generally
tilted to about 70°. In the present study, the stereoscopic approach is followed to evaluate the surface topography
from two orientations. The latter are chosen as the ones corresponding to these standard acquisition modes (i.e.,
normal to the beam axis and in the EBSD-tilt orientation). Although the principle of stereoscopic topography
reconstruction is classical, such orientations are very unusual. To tackle this problem, regularized global DIC is
used to register images after having revealed a speckle pattern consisting of Pt dots deposited onto the surface.
This procedure allows the changes in gray levels due to the very large tilt angle to have no influence on the
quality of registration. The sample used as a support for this study is a steel specimen with a polished surface,
but subjected in situ to a mechanical test up to 6 % macroscopic strain. This method and result of such
topography measurements are detailed in Section 2.
In order to assess the quality of the surface topography measurement, 3D-EBSD is used, where only surface
topography is considered herein for comparison purposes. The procedure and results are detailed in Section 3.
A third original approach is presented that aims at capturing the change in topography as resulting from crystal
rotations only (Section 4.1). Crystal rotation fields are measured from a series of EBSD images acquired at
different stages of deformation via so-called “quaternion correlation,” which was proposed to capture the grain
boundary kinematics in polycrystalline solids [27]. Based on the sole crystallography, grain rotations can explain
part of the out-of-plane surface displacements, and hence topography formation. However, plastic flow does
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not alter the crystal orientation and hence cannot be assessed with this tool. Conversely, it allows the relative
part of crystal rotation vs. plastic flow in the formation of topography to be estimated. In the present case,
it is shown that in spite of significant plastic flow, crystal rotations (as measured herein) capture already a
significant part of the topography. The relative merits and weaknesses of all these approaches are discussed in
Section 5.
2. SEM tilt-imaging method
2.1. Mechanisms
The principle of stereoscopic topography evaluation is well-known [28]. From images of the surface under
two orientations, the topography can be reconstructed. Generally the two orientations are chosen as tilted from
the electron beam axis by ±10° [29, 17, 18]. Here, this technique is applied to two orientations, namely, in the
first one the mean surface normal is parallel to the e-beam axis, while the second is tilted to roughly 70° in the
standard EBSD configuration (Figure 1). This choice is made because these two orientations are often accessible
when an EBSD analyzer is present. However, such a very large tilt angle is not used for stereoscopic analyses,
as large distortions and shadowing effects may be feared. Moreover, the fragility of missing matching points
as earlier mentioned is also expected to be increased in such a configuration. It will be shown that regularized
global DIC restores the needed robustness for such a technique to be safely used.
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Figure 1: Mechanism of the tilt-imaging method. SEM image of the sample on horizontal (a) and tilted (b) positions by angle θ.

Since the adopted SEM magnification is high (i.e., ×6400), the e-beam is considered as parallel [16]. In the
horizontal configuration, the sample surface is denoted as z = h(x, y). The tilted configuration is obtained after
a rotation of angle θ about the y axis, as shown in Figure 1.
In the tilted configuration, the point (x, y, z) is mapped horizontally at a position (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ), where
x0 = x cos(θ) − h(x, y) sin(θ)

(1)

and y 0 = y. Typically, for a small roughness, h  x, the main effect of tilt is a mere affinity, by a factor
cos(θ) (i.e., just as if h = 0 in the above equation). Compensating for this scale factor by an inverse affine
transformation, x00 = x0 / cos(θ), moves the point to a position x00 = x − h(x, y) tan(θ). Hence the topography
simply translates into a displacement ux = h(x, y) tan(θ).
3

2.2. Uncertainty quantification
Before applying the tilt-imaging method to the real topography, an uncertainty evaluation has been performed. Pt speckles have been deposited at prescribed positions on a Ge single crystal sample with a polished
surface. Each Pt speckle is a disk whose diameter is 300 nm and height 75 nm. The sample surface is assumed
to be perfectly flat and the measured topography is attributed to errors. The first image has been taken with
the Ge sample in the horizontal position (see Figure 2(a)), and the second image when the sample has been
inclined at 70° (see Figure 2(b)). The image definition is 2048×2048 pixels, and covers an area of 110×110 µm2 .
The images have been acquired with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV and a working distance of 16 mm. To
reduce the possible SEM drift distortion, each SEM image is the average result of 30 scanned frames. The scan
speed is set to 3, which corresponds to a dwell time of 1 µs to lower the image acquisition duration. With
these settings, it has taken 2 minutes to get an image. Global DIC with mechanical regularization has been
applied on the image pair, and the resulting displacement fields in x and y directions are shown respectively in
Figures 2(c) and 2(d).
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Figure 2: (a) SE image of horizontal Ge sample with Pt spots. (b) SE image of the Ge sample inclined at 70° after applying tilt
corrections. Displacement field as measured via DIC in x (c) and y (d) directions, respectively. Displacement field after removing
global quadratic trend in x (e) and y (f) directions, respectively. The displacement is expressed in pixels and the pixel size is 53.7
nm

According to Section 2.1, ux contains the topography information, which is vanishing in the present case,
and possibly a linear component that is related to the inclination angle θ. However, a long wavelength bias
5

is seen in both ux and uy components. This is due to the scan artifacts that are not corrected. A second
order polynomial regression is thus removed from the measured displacement as this bias is not considered as
reliable, and being a low frequency modulation, it will lead to a minor change in the estimated topography.
The resulting displacement components are shown in Figures 2(e) and 2(f). Contrary to the rather uniform
uy field, the ux field exhibits horizontal bands. This is interpreted as a slow-scan direction error (due to the
repositioning inaccuracy at the beginning of each new scanned line). An adapted global DIC procedure has been
developed to correct this specific error by acquiring two images with different scanning directions [30, 31], yet
the algorithm cannot be applied to two images on the inclined sample by the current SEM. Without correcting
the slow-scan direction error, the root mean square (RMS) average of ux shown in Figure 2(e) is 0.41 pixel (or
22.3 nm). The corresponding RMS average of topography measurement uncertainty is estimated to be 8.1 nm
(22.3 nm/tan(70°)). For comparison purposes, the RMS average of uy shown in Figure 2(f) is 0.23 pixel (or
12.3 nm). The effect of the SEM scan drift distortion on the topography measurement is thus quantified.
It should be noted that an uncertainty level of 8.1 nm is very satisfactory, with respect to the pixel size
of 53.7 nm. Although the principles of tilt-imaging are far from new, the recourse to such high tilt angle is
unusual, and global DIC used herein together with a well-suited speckle patterning provide very robust and
accurate topography measurements.
2.3. Test case
The tensile test sample described in Ref. [31] is used to validate the tilt-imaging method. The same Pt
speckles described in Section 2.2 have been deposited onto the sample surface. In addition, using the same
technique, a Pt rectangle was drawn around the speckled region to easily locate the region of interest (ROI).
The “horizontal” SE image of the sample is shown in Figure 3. The image definition is 3072 × 3072 pixels and
covers an area of 130 × 130 µm2 .

The images have been acquired with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV and

a working distance of 13 mm. To reduce the possible SEM drift distortion, each SEM image is the average of
30 scanned frames. The dwell time has been set to 1 µs to increase the image acquisition speed. With these
settings, 5 minutes were needed per acquisition.
The SEM drift distortion for the aforementioned conditions have been analyzed in Ref. [31], and amount
to approximately 1 % in both x and y directions. The uniform linear SEM drift distortion will not lead to
topography measurement errors, since its effect will be removed in the linear fitting step. The random SEM
drift from line to line has been analyzed and quantified in Section 2.2. As a result, the large image resolution
together with the adopted acquisition conditions provide a rich characterization of the sample surface, while
the uncertainty due to SEM drift is kept to a limited level.

6

Figure 3: SE image of the sample in the horizontal configuration.

Then the sample is tilted by about 70° and an SE image of the same size is recorded without activating the
tilt correction function of the SEM (Figure 4(a)). The stage rotation parameter of the SEM has been adjusted
to make the Pt rectangle horizontal. The lateral surface of the sample is imaged in the bottom part of the
image. The “valleys” and “hills” are very prominent on the sample surface because of the shadowing effect of
a rather grazing incidence. The affinity due to tilt along the vertical direction is first corrected, as shown in
Figure 4(b), by a scale factor of 1/ cos(θ) = 2.7, where this value is a rough estimate obtained by tracking the
rectangular marking on the surface. This factor will however be accurately determined in the following and
hence this first rough determination is only aimed at initializing the registration procedure.
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Figure 4: Pre-correction of the tilted image. (a) Original SE image of the tilted sample. (b) Stretched image 2.7 times along the
vertical direction. Several regions with visible slip traces are indicated in green. (c) Norm of the gray level gradient. (d) Processed
tilted image and (e) zoom to show the rendering of the Pt spots. The pixel size is 42 nm for all images.

In such a transformation, the brightness and contrast change very significantly, which is due to the interaction
between the e-beam and the sample surface. The goal is not to explore such physics and propose a model
interpreting the gray levels. Rather it is preferred to focus on the surface marking, namely, the Pt spots that
8

were deposited as a speckle pattern. They are very clearly visible in the reference image. They become also
much clearly visible in the tilted image (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)). In order to filter out the brightness information
of the substrate material, the norm of the gray level gradients is calculated (Figure 4(c)). The Pt spots are
better revealed, which is due to their high gray level variations. A threshold has been applied to Figure 4(c) to
get the positions of all the Pt spots, with the exception of a few locations that cannot be distinguished from
the bright background. The gray level of Pt spots and their vicinity is kept, while all other pixel levels are set
to 0 in the treated tilted image (Figure 4(d)). A zoom of the final image is shown in Figure 4(e) where the gray
level gradient at Pt spots are visible.
The displacement field is assessed via DIC between the two images shown in Figure 3 and 4(d). A finiteelement description of the kinematics is used with 3-noded elements with linear interpolation functions (i.e.,
T3-DIC [32]). Only the region covered by Pt speckles is studied (Figure 5(a)), and an unstructured mesh with
characteristic length of 25 pixels is used.
Due to the concentration of contrast around Pt speckles (Figure 4(d)), regularization is introduced to provide
a smooth interpolation at very small scales when Pt speckles are not seen or very faintly. A regularization based
on an elastic kernel [32] is utilized in the present work to filter out high frequencies, with a cut-off frequency
(i.e., the inverse of the so-called regularization length) that can be tuned at will. The regularization length has
been gradually reduced from 400 pixels down to 100 pixels. It can be seen in the DIC residual field (i.e., the
difference between reference and corrected deformed images after registration) shown in Figure 5(b) that all
the Pt speckles are well matched between both images, with the exception of the lost speckles in bright regions
shown in Figure 4(b). Displacement fields in x and y directions are shown in Figure 5(c) and 5(d).
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Figure 5: DIC calculation in the tilt-imaging method. (a) Region of interest for DIC. (b) Gray level residual field. (c,d) respectively
x and y component of the resulting displacement field (expressed in pixels, 1 pixel ↔ 42 nm) between the images shown in Figures 3
and 4(b).

The ux displacement component shows a significant gradient along x, proving that the initial guess used for
the pre-correction by the scale factor 1/ cos(θ) = 2.7 was not the best suited value. A linear regression through
the data is performed to perform a better tilt compensation, leading to a much more precise estimate of the tilt
angle
cos(θ) = 0.39

(2)

or θ ≈ 67.1°. It should be noted that a precise assessment of the tilt angle in EBSD positions has a big impact
on EBSD acquisitions, not only on the absolute value of the indexed crystallographic orientation, but also on
the coordination of EBSD figures after the tilt correction [33]. It is believed that this method could become a
routine process prior to EBSD acquisition when high precision is required.
Then the topography field h is computed from h(x, y) = ux cot(θ) (see Figure 6(a)). For comparison
purposes, the ferritic grains in the studied region are manually selected and highlighted in Figure 6(b). The
selection criterion of ferritic grains is the absence of lath structure in the range 1-3 µm.
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Figure 6:
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(a) Estimated topography field. To better illustrate the relationship between topography and sample microstructure,

the grain boundaries are shown as green lines for bainite and black lines for ferrite. (b) Ferritic grains in the studied region are
highlighted for comparison purposes. The pixel size is 50 nm.

The RMS average of the topography measured by tilt-imaging is 188 nm, while the maximum peak-to-value
distance is 1.36 µm. It is concluded from Figure 6 that the height of large ferritic grains tends to be lower
than average, especially at the grain center. This phenomenon is not surprising, as this softer phase tends to
elongate more in a tensile test, thus due to plastic incompressibility, the surface contracts more than other
grains. Note that there exist several regions rich of visible activated slip systems in Figure 4(b), which indicate
the presence of “paddy-rice-field”-like topography. However, these structures are beyond the resolution and
thus not captured in Figure 6(a). A higher resolution and suited marking would be required to resolve them.
The sizes of Pt speckles are adjusted for EBSD acquisitions. Consequently, relatively large and rather few
spots have been deposited onto the sample surface. If topography were chosen to be the principal quantity of
interest, then a finer and denser speckle marking would lead to a better spatial resolution. In the present case,
the evaluation of topography was seen as an opportunity, namely, a side-result that could be obtained at no
additional cost after an EBSD analysis was chosen.
It should be emphasized that the tilt-imaging method does not differ from standard stereoscopic SEM
techniques in terms of underlying principle. However the stereoscopic technique usually involves two acquisitions
with a tilt difference of about 10°. Thus the displacement magnitude between the acquired images is very limited.
By adopting a fixed detector, in-lens or not, and tilting the sample, the “stereo-angle” can be chosen freely,
preferably larger tilt angles to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. As soon as an EBSD device is installed in an
SEM, such analysis can be performed by acquiring an additional SE/BSE image (without the tilt correction
functionality), provided sufficient surface markings are engineered to enable for image registration. Further, as
the above result shows, regularized DIC makes use of the limited and localized contrasted areas between the
two stereo-images to measure a displacement field, thereby resulting in a smooth topography for the whole area
of interest. The abrupt slope change at mesh boundaries is thus avoided.
3. FIB method
After the in situ tensile test, a region of the same sample has been chosen as potential FIB milling area.
This region, roughly 1/9th of the speckled part of the sample surface, is located near the edge to make milling
easier and at the boundary middle of the speckled zone to benefit from precise displacement measurements.
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The whole area around the ROI is FIB-milled with high current to free the access and limit pollution during
further analyses. This preparatory step can also reduce the volume to be milled during the main FIB-EBSD
process, thus accelerate the experiment and reduce the potential coordinate drift. The ROI has been covered
by a 1 µm-thick layer of Pt (Figure 7(a)). This Pt coating acts as a sacrificial protective layer for FIB milling.
Moreover, performing EBSD after successive slice removals, amorphous Pt is easy to distinguish from the steel
substrate. The successive interfaces with Pt follow precisely the initial free surface of the sample. Note that
a similar protective tungsten layer was deposited in the past to mainly protect the free edges against diffuse
FIB cutting [13]. So-called 3D-EBSD provides a much richer information than surface topography, but this
technique also allows for quantitative measurements of topography, and is used herein as the ground truth.

(a)
Figure 7:

(b)

Preparations of FIB-EBSD. (a) Chosen area covered by a layer of Pt. (b) Neighborhood of the area of interest is first

removed to make milling easier. The volume to follow the 3D-EBSD procedure is at the top of the pillar that was carved out
(bottom of sub-figure (b)).
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(a) Sample aligned in FIB position at an intermediate stage of the 3D-EBSD procedure. The top of the pillar shows

both the emergence of the most salient regions of the sample surface and the Pt covered deeper regions. (b) Indexing of crystal
orientation by EBSD at the same stage.
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Prior to the main FIB-EBSD process, the surface of the ROI has FIB-milled with high current to ensure a
flat surface thus prevent “theater curtaining” [34]. Special care is required to enable for accurate z-direction
realignment after each sample motion as FIB milling and EBSD analyses require different positions of the sample
in the SEM chamber. A cross-shaped mark has been milled close to the studied area for such an alignment. The
software EBS3 G2 used for FIB-EBSD recognizes the mark and measures its motion by cross-correlation with
sub-pixel resolution. The sample in the FIB position is shown in Figure 8(a) after few milling steps. The clear
contrast at the sample surface reveals that the substrate material emerges at some places while the Pt coating
persists at others. The crystal orientation map as indexed by EBSD (Figure 8(b)) accurately quantifies this
analysis. The acceleration voltage has been 30 kV, and the physical size of one pixel 100 nm for every EBSD
acquisition. Each EBSD indexing takes about 50 min. The pollution induced by the EBSD analysis has been
eliminated by the next FIB milling step.
In total, 118 slices have been milled and indexed for a duration of one week. A volume of 42 × 41 × 11.8 µm3
is available. The orientation maps of the first eight slices of FIB-EBSD are shown in Figure 9. The white
area indicates the not-indexed region, which is covered by the Pt layer. As a result, the first 8 inverse pole
figures can be seen as a binary height image for sample surface. The Pt layer gradually recedes and completely
disappears at the eighth slice. The first slice shown in Figure 9(a) has already a significant indexed area,
especially at the upper left region. This is where the Pt deposition is thinner, as shown in the boxed region of
Figure 7(a). Besides, the FIB-milling of the ROI surface before FIB-EBSD (in order to remove the roughness
of the ROI surface) could have removed the Pt layer, even some substrate material, at peaks of the sample.
This phenomenon implies that the Pt layer was not thick enough and presumably the most salient peaks of the
topography were erased during the first surface preparation.
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Figure 9: Orientation maps of the first 8 FIB-EBSD slices. The deposited Pt layer (appearing in white) is completely removed in
the eighth slice.

The transition between indexed and not-indexed areas is gradual in most cases, thus the indexed grains near
the remaining Pt layer seem more “transparent,” as shown in the boxed area of Figure 9(a). A filter process is
applied to provide a more clear-cut binary height image. Simple image processing operations are used, “open”
and “close” steps involving only nearest neighbor pixels so as not to alter the large scale features by artificial
smoothing. The effect of the filter is shown in Figure 10. It is observed that not only a more precise topography
image results from such procedure, but also a finer microstructure is revealed.
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Effect of filter operation on FIB-EBSD images. (a) Raw FIB-EBSD figure extracted from Figure 9(a). (b) Filtered

image. Image “open” and “close” steps, and interpolation of the crystallographic orientation are involved.

The filtered 3D-EBSD data were collected and processed with Dream3D, an open source software dedicated
to the analysis of 3D microstructures [35]. For FIB-EBSD data, the code reads the indexed orientation maps,
realigns each slice in the (x, y) plane and labels each grain based on a user-defined disorientation threshold.
Slice realignment is necessary since shift inevitably occurs between subsequent EBSD acquisitions.
Indexing of crystal orientation at grain boundaries is difficult and imprecise, and one should pay attention
to automatic corrections performed on non-indexed pixels. Here, the Pt coating phase was labelled manually as a grain on its own to prevent spurious modifications of the Pt-sample interface in the standard data
“cleaning” procedure that is automatically performed. After completion, it suffices to delete the Pt grains and
the topography becomes visible (Figure 11(a)). Besides, a full crystallographic image of the sample surface is
also obtained by combining the first 8 FIB-EBSD slices (Figure 11(c)). The reconstructed sample surface is
identical to the inverse pole figure of the sample before Pt layer deposition, which can be found in Ref. [31]. It
should be noted that due to the discrete nature of the FIB milling process, the topography reconstructed by
this procedure has terraces, each of height 100 nm (or 1 pixel). To filter out the topography while preserving
the terrace edges, successive Fourier filtering enforcing the terrace edges has been performed, and the result is
shown in Figure 11(b).
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Figure 11:

Reconstructed sample surface by FIB-ESBD. (a) Raw topography (expressed in µm). (b) Topography with a Fourier

transform interpolation based on on-edge pixels. (c) Inverse pole figure of the sample surface obtained from the first 8 slices of
3D-EBSD procedure. The pixel size is 100 nm for all images.

4. Rotation-integration method
4.1. Mechanisms
Quaternion correlation provides the displacement field and, more importantly, the crystal rotations [27].
With the exception of plastic strains due to the motion of dislocations along activated slip systems, the displacements in all three directions are related to crystal rotations. This principle can be used to extract the
fraction of topographic changes due to plastic flow and due to crystal rotation.
In the following to make the discussion easier, it is first assumed that no plastic flow has occurred. The
crystal rotation, which is applied to the pixel length, is then interpreted as the antisymmetric part of the
displacement gradient (within the small perturbation framework). Moreover the sample surface is traction free,
and hence the symmetric part of the displacement gradient (i.e., the infinitesimal strain tensor ) is constrained.
In particular, vanishing shear stresses and strains εxz = εyz = 0 imply that the change in topography, uz , which
is the change in surface elevation between the two states chosen for quaternion correlation, are related to the
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rotation matrix [Q] based on axis-angle (ω, [Ωx , Ωy , Ωz ])



1 − Ω2x cos ω + Ω2x


[Q] = 
 Ωx Ωy (1 − cos ω) − Ωz sin ω
Ωx Ωz (1 − cos ω) + Ωy sin ω

Ωx Ωy (1 − cos ω) + Ωz sin ω

1 − Ω2y cos ω + Ω2y
Ωy Ωz (1 − cos ω) − Ωx sin ω

Ωx Ωz (1 − cos ω) − Ωy sin ω




Ωy Ωz (1 − cos ω) + Ωx sin ω 


2
2
1 − Ωz cos ω + Ωz

(3)

The calculation of (ω, [Ωx , Ωy , Ωz ]) from reference and deformed EBSD images is detailed in Ref. [27]. From
this rotation field, the initially flat surface roughens and the topography gradients read
Gx

= ez · Q · ex

Gy

= ez · Q · ey

(4)

where ei is a unit vector in direction i (i.e., x, y or z), and
Gx

=

uz,x

Gy

=

uz,y

(5)

Note that the same argument would also hold for finite strains using the polar decomposition of the deformation
gradient tensor.
The two fields Gx and Gy are theoretically related by the equality of cross-derivatives Gx,y = Gy,x . However,
since they are estimated independently, numerically this relationship is violated (due to measurement noise). In
order to minimize the effect of data noise, an integration using gradients in both directions via Fourier transform
is well suited [36]. Denoting Fourier transforms with a e symbol, and wave vectors as k, the change in elevation
uz reads
u
fz =

−i
fx + ky G
fy )
(kx G
2π|k|2

(6)

which means that uz variations are calculated from crystal rotations.
4.2. Uncertainty assessment
Before applying the rotation-integration method to the real topography, an uncertainty evaluation is performed. Two successive EBSD acquisitions have been performed on the initial (i.e., before tension) 16MND5
steel sample with a polished surface. The first image, shown in Figure 12(a), is arbitrarily chosen as the reference state and the second as the “deformed” configuration (Figure 12(b)). Quaternion correlation on these
two images provides the “crystal rotation” between them, which combines the systematic and random errors in
the crystallographic orientation determination of the SEM. Figure 12(c) shows the misorientation magnitude,
ω, and Figures 12(d), 12(e) and 12(f) display the three components of a unit vector Ω along the rotation axis.
The mean value of ω is 0.69°, and its standard deviation is equal to 0.39°.
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(a)

(d) Ωx
Figure 12:

(b)

(c) ω

(e) Ωy

(f) Ωz

Reference (a) and “deformed” (b) states of the polished sample surface. (c) Rotation angle ω (in degrees). (d-f) x, y

and z components of the Ω rotation axis. The pixel size is 50 nm for all images.

The corresponding topography gradients in x and y directions are shown in Figure 13(a) and 13(b). Combined with Figure 12, low frequency fields are seen especially in the Gy component. Because the initial geometry
is flat, the displacement along z is equivalent to the elevation. When integrated, the topography is obtained
(Figure 13(c)). Rigid body motions of the sample between the two images can neither explain the misorientation shown in Figure 12(c), nor the integrated topography shown in Figure 13(c). This significant long
wavelength misorientation could be attributed to the inadequate precision of pattern center during orientation
indexing [37]. A 2nd order polynomial regression through the elevation map is performed and removed in Figure 13(d). Compared to Figure 13(c), the 2nd order polynomial removes the majority of spurious topography,
while the resulting elevations in Figures 13(d) and 13(e) imply that a 4th order polynomial is necessary to
remove the remaining signal (Figure 13(f)). However, a regression by higher order polynomials may delete real
signals, thus a compromise has to be made in real measurement cases. It is concluded that, after 4th order
polynomial regression, the standard uncertainty of topography measurement is about 10 nm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 13: Surface elevation gradient in (a) x and (b) y directions obtained by crystal rotation. (c) Integrated elevation (expressed
in µm) from the gradients. Elevation (expressed in nm) after removal of quadratic (d), 3rd-order (e), or 4th-order (f) polynomial
trends. The pixel size is 50 nm for all images.

The method was also applied to two successive EBSD acquisitions on the deformed sample surface to measure
the topography reconstruction uncertainty. Again the artifactual topography due to global orientation drift is
assumed to be removed with a 4th-order polynomial. The remaining topography field has a standard uncertainty
of 11 nm, slightly higher than the previous test, due to the degraded EBSD image quality on strained samples.
Consequently, it is observed that the SEM used in the present work has a non-negligible orientation indexing
“drift,” which makes the removal of fitted 4th-order polynomials from the topography necessary. As a result,
only the local relative topography remains after this removal and is thus accessible for the EBSD images acquired
by the tested SEM machine.
4.3. Analysis of the test
The EBSD acquisitions are first rectified to correct the coordinate distortions [31], then analyzed by the
rotation-integration method. Figure 14(a) shows the crystal rotation magnitude and the components of the
rotation axis director between the reference state where the surface is again flat (i.e., initially polished surface),
so that in the absence of plastic strain, the integrated displacement uz would be equal to the elevation.
Gradients Gx and Gy are shown in Figures 14(b) and 14(c), respectively. Crystal rotations at grain boundaries are omitted since they cannot be trusted. Figure 14(d) shows the estimated elevation obtained from
integration and after a linear regression to the data has been removed to cancel out the possible global orientation drift and rigid body motions.
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(a) ω

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14: (a) Rotation magnitude (in degrees) between initial and final states of the tensile test. (b,c) Surface elevation gradient
respectively in x and y directions obtained from crystal rotations. (d) Topography (expressed in µm) obtained from integration
and subtraction of a linear regression through the data corresponding to orientation indexing “drifts” and rigid body motions. The
pixel size is 50 nm for all images.

5. Comparison and discussions
The two methods introduced in the present paper have been tested on the same sample. Thus it is interesting
to perform a quantitative comparison of the topography measurement results. Due to time limitation and
experimental cost, only 1/9 of the ROI surface was estimated by FIB-milling, while the entire ROI topography
was measured by the stereoscopic method (as well as crystal rotation integration). The topography fields of
the milled area measured by tilt-imaging and FIB (with FFT smoothing) are shown in Figures 15(a) and 15(b)
respectively. Figure 15(c) shows the difference between tilting-image and FFT filtered 3D-EBSD measurements.
It is observed that the first two methods give very consistent answers. The remaining differences are believed
to be due to the lost peak topography information caused by insufficient Pt layer thickness. Note that since the
reference plane may not be identical in the two measurements, a regression with a plane has been subtracted
from the difference (this is equivalent to changing the reference plane z = 0 in one measurement in order to
match the other one at best). Consequently, the tilt-imaging method is deemed validated, in spite of the very
oblique incidence angle.
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Figure 15: Topography field of the milled area measured by tilt-imaging (a) and FIB with FFT smoothing (b). (c) Difference
between FFT smoothed FIB and tilt-imaging topography measurements. (d) Reliable part of (c) after the subtraction of a plane.
The unit of topography is µm and the pixel size is 100 nm for all images.

Over the reliable part of the measurement (i.e., below the initially emerged topography shown in Figure 15(d)), the RMS difference in topography is measured to be 46 nm. The uncertainty of the tilt-imaging
method being estimated to be 8.1 nm, the topography measurement uncertainty is about 45 nm for the FIBEBSD method, as opposed to an RMS of topography roughness of 188 nm. Knowing that the pixel size in SEM
imaging is 42 nm, and the voxel size in FIB-EBSD 100 nm, the topography measurement uncertainty is less
than the SEM imaging resolutions. This excellent agreement opens up the field of topography measurement to
all SEMs equipped with an EBSD setup. Although the principles are far from new, the recourse to such high
tilt angles is unusual, and global DIC used herein together with a well-suited speckle patterning provide very
robust and accurate topography measurements.
The topographies measured by tilt-imaging and rotation-integration methods, after correction of coordinate
distortions, are shown in Figures 16(a) and 16(b) respectively. Similar results are observed since the two
topography fields have a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.64. This is a proof that, even after filtering out
with low order polynomials, the rotation-integration method captures part of the topography. However, the RMS
roughness of the topography measured by rotation-integration is equal to 171 nm, while that for tilt-imaging
topography is equal to 188 nm. Knowing that the rotation-integration method only measures the topography
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due to elastic deformations, it is concluded that plasticity-induced and elasticity-induced topographies are
mostly along the same direction and have comparable orders of magnitude.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Comparison of topographies (expressed in µm) calculated by (a) tilt-imaging and (b) rotation-integration methods. The
pixel size is 50 nm for all images.

Last, an evaluation of each presented method is proposed:
• 3D FIB-EBSD is very simple in its principle and data processing is straightforward, thereby resulting in
very reliable three-dimensional microstructures including the surface topography. However, the method
is by nature destructive and can only be performed postmortem. Besides, the experimental setup is much
more involved (i.e., it requires many operations and the duration of the test is much longer than for the
other two methods). Additionally, the measurement resolution is the thickness of each FIB layer, and
cannot offer the sub-pixel resolution provided by DIC. An interesting prospect of resolution improvement
is to extract more topography information from a FIB slice, such as taking images probing different depths
after each FIB removal.
• Stereoscopic tilt-imaging is the fastest method. Its accuracy depends on the size and density of the surface speckles as well as the positioning of the sample in horizontal and tilted configurations. The tilt
angle is an essential parameter in the measurement, namely, large angles enhance the magnification of
the displacement field issued from the topography during tilt, as demonstrated in previous works [17].
However, large θ angles also yield a more severe contraction effect, leading to poorer resolution in the
direction perpendicular to the tilt axis. Moreover, large angles may induce shadows that preclude topography reconstruction in these regions. Therefore, a compromise has to be made in the choice of θ. It is
recommended that for very rough surfaces θ should be small, while for flatter and well-marked surfaces
θ can be set between 40-70°. It should be noted that this method can also be used in other imaging
equipments, such as optical cameras and microscopes. A key feature is here the possibility to reveal the
surface patterning (i.e., speckles) that circumvent gray level variation issues.
• Rotation-integration can only be applied for samples that have EBSD acquisitions before and after the
process by which roughness has appeared (e.g., mechanical test). In theory, the procedure can only give
access to the roughness that is due to crystal rotations (and not plastic flow). An integration algorithm
combining gradients in x and y directions helps to minimize the effect of (high frequency) Gaussian noise of
22

the crystallographic orientations. However, a low frequency orientation error has been observed. A highpass filter (i.e., subtraction of low order polynomial fit) may cancel out or dampen this artifact. However,
this is at the risk of removing a significant part of the signal so that the method should be considered
with care. Nonetheless, it provides an interesting piece of information distinct from the previous methods,
which allows roughness induced by plastic flow and by crystal rotation to be distinguished. This method
may benefit from more stable EBSD acquisitions (i.e., less orientation “drift”), or with more precise
orientation data, as for example results obtained from high resolution EBSD [38].

6. Conclusion
Two very different methods for measuring topographies with SEM images were proposed herein exploiting
different modalities. They were tested on a strained sample subjected to a tensile test, conducted in situ in an
SEM chamber. The surface topography features were of the order of 1 µm.
FIB-SEM and tilt-imaging methods measured the overall topography, and provided very consistent results.
Their standard uncertainties were evaluated to be of the order of 30 nm. The rotation-integration method
was designed to evaluate the topography changes without inelastic strains between two EBSD acquisitions.
The resulting topography that differed from the previous two methods showed the effect of plastic flow in the
generation of surface roughness in the mechanical test.
These approaches broaden the wealth of information that can be extracted from the different modalities
offered by scanning electron microscopy. Last, one of them (based upon stereoscopic tilt-imaging) can be
performed at no additional cost with standard SEMs.
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